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Inner Struggle over the Incarnation of Christ 

 John Donne’s Holy Sonnets are a collection of poems which he wrote as a layman after 

converting from Roman Catholicism to Protestantism; many of them were written during 

difficult periods in his life (Shuger). As one might expect, these sonnets are filled with emotion. 

Holy Sonnet 11, in particular, is the speaker’s attempt to reconcile the utter foolishness of the 

incarnation of Christ with the beauty of the forgiveness that the incarnation accomplishes. 

Through his personal confessions of frustrations and despair, the speaker identifies with the 

Jewish apostate tendency to fixate on the weakness and humanity of Christ; his internal 

monologue climaxes in an effort to remember that the weakness and humanity of Christ are 

precisely the things that demonstrate God’s love for mankind. 

One of the most striking features of this poem is the seemingly irreverent way in which 

the speaker describes God. About Christ, the speaker makes the observation that “[k]ings pardon, 

but he bore our punishment” (10). The use of the word “but” as a negative conjunction draws a 

contrast between the two clauses, indicating a difference between Christ and earthly kings. This 

difference is explicated by the phrase “kings pardon,” which is indicative of power and ability. 

As part of their ruling rights, kings have the unique authority to commute sentences, to exonerate 

people from the crimes they have committed. In this phrase, the verb is also in the indicative, 

such that the two words are connected in a way that constructs a characterization and definition 

of kings, rather than implying mere ability. “Kings pardon”—not only do they have that ability, 
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they exercise it. Then to say “but he bore our punishment” reduces Christ to less than the role of 

an earthly king. This is startlingly irreverent because the Bible describes Jesus as the “King of 

kings” (King James Version, Rev. 19.16). The speaker makes this audacious claim because of the 

sheer unlikeliness that the sovereign of a nation would do this—kings do not take the punishment 

of the criminal; they excuse their subject, not substitute themselves in their place. To do so 

would be to bring reproach and embarrassment to the ruler, because he would subject himself to 

unnecessary suffering, so an earthly king would never do this, the speaker argues. 

The belittling of God continues in the final couplet of this sonnet, which reads, “God 

clothed himself in vile man’s flesh, that so / He might be weak enough to suffer woe” (13-14). 

The speaker depicts a God who willingly gives up his lofty and exalted position to “suffer woe.” 

This is not a sweeping vision of glory and grandiosity; this is imagery used intentionally to stress 

the humiliation of God’s incarnation. “God is a Spirit,” the Bible says (Jn. 4.24), emphasizing the 

fact that God is not confined to an earthly body. But here the speaker states that God “clothed 

himself in . . . flesh,” giving Jesus bodily limitations. No longer was Jesus omnipresent, he was 

unipresent. He was unipresent in flesh described as “vile”—foul, repulsive—to stress its 

undesirable nature; it not only gave Jesus limitations, it was intrinsically abhorrent. The purpose 

of wearing this flesh is not even to accomplish something brilliant or majestic: it is “that so / He 

might be weak enough to suffer woe.” Jesus adopts the flesh to be made weak. He desires to 

“suffer woe”—and here the speaker places two words which both indicate significant physical or 

emotional distress, employing redundancy to emphasize the severity of the task to which Jesus 

aspired. The speaker does not shrink from noting the foolishness of Christ’s incarnation. 

Perhaps the most pointed statement the speaker makes about this foolishness is to say that 

“God clothed himself” (13). The use of “clothed” shows that the true nature of God was still 
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underneath, just as putting on clothes does not change the underlying man. But the focus here is 

the ludicrousness that God took on flesh while being no less God underneath it all. If Jesus had 

been born without full divinity, without knowledge that he had been God in spirit over the entire 

universe for its entire existence, then the loss would not have been so great. He could not mourn 

what he did not know he lost. But instead, Jesus held onto His divinity as he possessed the 

limitations of the flesh, being fully aware that, underneath it all, he was God. He lived with the 

full knowledge of his physicality, but also of his ownership of the earth he lived on. The speaker 

argues that this is “vile” and “weak”—why would God accept the frustration of knowing fleshly 

limitations? To stress this absurdity, the speaker adds the word “himself,” which makes this a 

reflexive verb. This means that God actively chose, and participated in, the clothing of His divine 

being in earthly flesh. No one forced Him to do it; He volunteered. Jesus not only accepted this 

frustration; he chose it. The speaker ends the poem with this thought, leaving the reader with 

thoughts of God’s weakness and humanity in the incarnation of Christ. 

This is the “Jews’ impiety” (6): a fixation on the weakness of Jesus and a failure to 

believe in his divinity. The apostle Peter states that Jesus is a “‘stone of stumbling and a rock of 

offense’; for [the Jews] stumble because they are disobedient to [Jesus]” (1 Pet. 2.8). Their 

disobedience to Jesus consists of not heeding his command to follow him (Lk. 9.23). For the 

speaker to insist, “My sins . . . pass the Jews’ impiety,” is to confess that he struggles to view 

Jesus in light of his divinity (6). The speaker personalizes the Jews’ impiety in lines 10 and 13-

14, such that they are his own thoughts about the foolishness of Christ’s humanity.  

The speaker begins to exhibit a very personal, self-directed frustration over his struggle to 

view Christ as he believes Christ should be seen. The sonnet begins, “Spit in my face” (1). It 

features a verb in the imperative, a command to “ye Jews” to humiliate him in this manner (1). 
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These opening words are intensely personal, because to spit involves the mouth, which means 

that the speaker will be able to see the face of the person who spits on him. The speaker can have 

advance warning of the coming humiliation, because it involves a face-to-face interaction, but to 

command this action means he will take no steps to stop what he knows is coming. The speaker 

wants to feel helpless; he wants to feel humiliated and hurt. This suggests the speaker’s 

reasoning: one would only insist that someone do this to him if he felt he deserved it. The 

speaker’s list of commands continues even beyond this to “pierce my side, / Buffet, and scoff, 

scourge, and crucify me” (1-2). He employs the language of Christ’s crucifixion—five additional 

imperative verbs that culminate in a request for a painful, literally excruciating, death—which 

highlight how much he feels he deserves this. 

His reasoning for these commands is made explicit when he says, “For I have sinned, and 

sinned” (3). The word “for” reveals the purpose of the previous two lines: the speaker insists on 

humiliation as penance. He feels a weight from his sins that he suspects might only be removed 

by brutal mocking. After he says “[f]or I have sinned,” he says “and,” raising a level of hope at 

the possibility that he will amend his statement and alleviate his sin. But he follows it with 

“sinned” again, denying any such possibility; indeed, he only serves to emphasize the weight and 

burden of sin through the repetition of the word. The repetition also imparts a sense of frustration 

from the speaker, that he keeps sinning so much, despite his desire not to. Again and again he 

sins, even perhaps indicating an inability not to sin. Whether unable to stop or simply burdened 

by his sins, the speaker uses “sinned” twice to show his frustration with his sinfulness and how it 

weighs on his conscience as it calls for his “punishment” (10). 

Despite the speaker’s desperate desire to atone for his sins, he notes that he cannot. The 

first four lines pivot on the word “but” (5), which indicates a notion that will contradict, or be 
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incompatible with, his previously expressed wishes. As he continues with “by my death cannot 

be satisfied / My sins” (5-6), this conjunction imparts a deep frustration and despair—even if he 

gave up his very life, in the same manner as Christ’s own death, the speaker could not satisfy his 

sins. The Oxford English Dictionary comments that “satisfy” in the passive voice, as is used 

here, means that “full payment has been made (to a person of or for a debt)” (“satisfy, v.”). His 

sins constitute a debt, whose full payment his own death cannot compensate. The frustration that 

began when the speaker recognized his inability to focus on the divinity and glory of Christ turns 

into despair as he realizes that he cannot sufficiently atone for his sin of unbelief. He has sinned 

much, and now he owes more than he can pay. 

The weight he feels from his sins comes into sharpest relief in lines 6-7: “My sins, which 

pass the Jews’ impiety: / They killed once an inglorious man, but I . . .” The first two quatrains 

follow an abba cddc rhyme scheme—one might even argue that they follow an abba abba rhyme 

scheme, since lines 1, 4, 5, and 8 rhyme with each other, as do 2, 3, and 6—which means that 

these two lines, as the middle of the second quatrain, should rhyme with each other. Indeed, at 

first glance, they seem to be, because they are eye rhymes: there are a variety of words that end 

in a consonant-y form that rhyme with the word “I” (for example, “edify”). But to know that this 

is an eye rhyme, one must read through the poem a second time, reading line 6 after one has read 

line 7. Otherwise, when the reader reads this for the first time, the word “I” is jarring, breaking 

six lines of established rhyme scheme. The fact that this happens on the word “I” highlights the 

extremely personal nature of this poem. The words “but I,” in the first person, reveal the 

profound depth of the speaker’s frustration at his sin and grief that he cannot pay for them. 

This frustration causes him to wrestle with himself to see Christ as he ought to be seen 

because the speaker knows that Jesus’ weakness was necessary for the salvation of men. He says, 
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“[The Jews] killed once an inglorious man, but I / Crucify him daily, being now glorified” (7-8). 

To see Christ glorified echoes the words of the apostle Paul, who writes, “[Christ Jesus:] being 

found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death 

of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a name which is above 

every name” (Phil. 2.8-9). The glory of Christ is in his incarnation, that he clothed himself in 

flesh in obedience to God the Father, and suffered death on a cross to accomplish the forgiveness 

of sins for those who would believe—this is what the speaker struggles to believe. It requires 

tremendous effort on his part to look past the weakness and humanity of Christ to see that those 

things actually serve God’s glory. This is shown in the ambiguity of “being now glorified,” 

which does not have a clear subject. If “but I crucify him daily” is a parenthetical remark, then 

the subject is Christ who is being glorified. But the most recent subject in the sentence is “I,” so 

this could be the speaker wrestling with the fact that even though he is being glorified by God as 

a Christian, he continues to sin in his lack of faith. That both possibilities exist demonstrate not 

only the speaker’s inner struggle, but the truth of Christ’s glorification for his incarnation. 

Knowing the speaker’s desire to see Christ as glorified, the phrase “[k]ings pardon, but he 

bore our punishment” (10) is not only a slight against the willing humiliation of Christ the King, 

but also the speaker’s attempt to honor Jesus in his thoughts. Earthly kings pardon because they 

do not want to bear needless punishment—this is true, but pardoning is also the extent of their 

mercy. They care more for themselves than they do for their subjects. The “but,” as a negative 

conjunction, also draws a contrast favorable to Christ. Earthly kings will only have mercy to the 

extent of pardoning a subject, but Christ will sympathize with his subjects and bear a punishment 

they themselves cannot bear. Though the speaker indicts this as a display of weakness, he 

simultaneously demonstrates a desire to view the same weakness as an outgrowth of love. 
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So the speaker exclaims, beginning with an interjection to stress the emotion behind his 

words, “Oh, let me then, his strange love still admire” (9). Here the speaker pleads with his own 

self—the request “let me” has “I” as the antecedent (7)—to remember and meditate on the love 

of God. This is the one line of clear, unambiguous worship that the speaker writes in this sonnet, 

referring to the incarnation of Christ as a “strange love,” and the speaker’s lack of ambiguity 

indicates that this is unchanging truth. Despite the seeming weakness and absurdity of God 

clothed in flesh, despite the internal struggle to see that as the glory of God revealed to men, the 

fact that this statement is unqualified speaks to what the truth is: the love of God is Jesus 

becoming a man so that, though sinless, he could die (4), to bear the punishment of those who do 

sin (10). God as fully spirit cannot die, but God as fully divine and fully human can. The beauty 

and truth of the incarnation is that it was necessary so that sinful humans would no longer be in 

debt to a perfect God for impiety and disobedience to his commands. The speaker’s desire for 

penance is already accomplished by Christ at the cross. Hence the speaker qualifies “love” with 

“strange”—this is not what one might expect from God, that He would accept weakness to bear 

another’s punishment. But it is love nonetheless, and this truth is clear. 

The apostle Paul writes about the Jews, “But we preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a 

stumblingblock [sic], and unto the Greeks foolishness; but unto them which are called, both Jews 

and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of God” (1 Cor. 1.23-24). This is the 

speaker’s own sentiment: How can God become man? How can He die, and why would He? The 

Jews could not grasp this, and the speaker struggles with it, agonizing to believe it, because it is 

the love of God on full display. 
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